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With Donald Trump—What Exactly Do We Get?

If the democrats want to make things more difficult for me, replace Joe with Tulsi (she's 
a democrat), give Kamila a Bulova watch and a hearty thank you for her service.
  I was up working in my shop, unaware that an assassination attempt had been made 
on Donald Trump. My wife sent an article from NBC News that Trump had been rushed 
offstage after loud popping-noises. My son responded that Trump just won the election.


That's my take also. I was writing an article, critical of Trump while expressing my 
support for his candidacy, but what has happened alters that reality. The widow of a 
man killed, behind Trump, refused Biden's call—as well she should. Thinking back on 
dems calling for Trump's assassination and Biden saying, just prior, it's time to put 
Trump in a bullseye, along with a compromised Secret Service, and one of those fools 
from The View  equating Joe's Covid with Donald's assassination—this is over the top.

In boot camp, with young eyes, qualifying as sharpshooter with an M1 Rifle, I 
learned to use the sling to stabilize the shot, calm myself, take a breath, hold it and 
squeeze the trigger. At 150 meters, I could hit a human target with almost every round.

Fortunately, this Antifa kid was apparently untrained. But, how the hell did he get up  
on that roof—uncontested? And how was he allowed to remain there once discovered? 

Was this an inside job? I don't know (but as with JFK), with so many who want 
Trump dead, Elites either participated or are so stupid they made no rational effort to 
protect him. If you want to kill a candidate, surround him with overweight, short, woke-
hired women. Secret Service is tasked to surround/obscure targets, requiring big guys.

At the news conference after the attempt, I saw no presence of the Secret Service. 
And where is the dude in the red cap who warned there was a guy with a rifle on that 
roof—a roof 150 meters from Trump—a roof needing Secret Service sharpshooters?

I'm 80 years old and each fall I climb 12/12 metal roofs to clean 10 rental chimneys. 
This roof (Secret Service termed sloped), was easily accessible—needing protection.

Have ethics become so non-existent that killing Trump is regarded as a given? Net-
works pussyfooted this attempted murder. Only the NYT used the word assassination.

Merrick Garland (DOJ) is going to get to the bottom of this? Maybe he can assign 
Jack Smith (along with the FBI), to investigate? To any rational American these names 
point to constitutional traitors. Is treason a needed rationale to get at Trump?  Kennedy
—from a family of 2 assassinated Americans (for which elites are implicated?), has had 



no Secret Service protection. Doesn't that rise to a level of conspiracy to commit mur-
der? Not giving him protection is unthinkable—but to lower levels of protection for a 
former president who is all but re-elected—that qualifies as banana republic bullshit.

The Secret Service has an annual budget of $ 3.2 billion (not million). With which 
they have 2 tasks—go after counterfeiters and protect candidates/incumbents. For that 
purpose they are allotted 3000 million dollars. Can I get the job for 1/10 the amount? 

Amazingly, an assassination attempt on a left leader would be the Rachel Maddow 
lead-in—for months. But after just moments, Trump's assassination attempt became 
alt-right-wingers, ramping up rhetoric. What about the left calling Trump, Hitler, a dicta-
tor planning to imprison his opponents—ending democracy. Are these a ramping-up?

Is Trump's referencing exorbitant food prices or millions of illegal immigrants—a 
ramping-up? Is showing Joe Biden for who he really is—is that Trump ramping up? The 
networks found themselves stuck between denying reality or making it go away. In a 
show of how much the media has fallen into line, FOX downplayed the attempted as-
sassination of Trump as an incident. Meanwhile, online, we saw: Shots rang out. The 
President went down. 3 people were hit. A bloody Trump regained his feet, shouting, 
Fight! Fight! Fight!  The left will savage Trump but history will recognize his courage.    

One of my renters, casually, before the assassination attempt, said Trump has to be 
stopped because, if elected, he would end democracy. When I asked how Trump would 
do that he responded that Trump would attack/get rid of American institutions. I let it 
go. What institutions? CIA stations in Ukraine? FBI subverting the election of 2020? 
The Supreme Court avoiding an election lawsuit from Texas that might have sorted it?

There's no basis for Trump ending our system of government, and just a tertiary look 
shows the left degrading and disregarding our institutions. And, at the same time show-
ing willingness to abolish the 1st, 2nd, 4th Amendments—if not the Constitution itself.     

What about Trump? The litmus test for me, is whether or not he remains a lousy 
judge of character: if he picked a guy, better it be JD Vance over a neocon such as Ru-
bio. I wanted Tulsi, but using the test: if a woman, Tulsi not Haley. So far, so good.

I support Trump to get rid of a slate of evil/moronic, left, neocon warmongers—
maybe sweep Obama into the dustbin of history. But also, I have some real concerns.

Donald is a personality-driven leader, which can be good. He will act, which makes it 
even more important that he picks good advisors. Someone such as Douglas Macgre-
gor as his National Security Advisor would be night/day compared with Pompeo/Bolton.
Andrew Napolitano on the Supreme Court would provide someone to educate the oth-
er justices. And hell, why not, Tulsi Gabbard as Secretary of State—make Lavrov's day.    

The biggest problem (other than Israel), is Donald shooting from the hip. In the 
world's eyes killing General Solemani was a huge blunder. Saying that if he were pres-
ident and Putin invaded Ukraine missiles would rain down on Moscow—zip it/research.  

Sanctioning to protect US nonproductively, while punishing nations for unfair subsi-
dies, as well as good business sense, we can now rely on Trump/Vance. Maybe during 
the time of McKinley tariffs worked to protect burgeoning US manufacturing, but now, in 
a world scarred by US hegemony, protecting an unproductive US from productive na-
tions will backfire. And who is it gets hurt in that process? Working-class Americans. 
When Trump calls for 100% China tariffs, businesses will spend hugely, before the fact.  

Then there's Israel—woe be that future with Trump/Vance deciding. My next article.
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